Act. Recover. Thrive.
How you can deal with today and prepare for tomorrow.
When the world is constantly changing, we understand
you need to focus on your core family business and
navigate through a turbulent economy.
As the saying goes ‘uncertainty is the only certainty’
– and that has never been truer than right now. The
spread of COVID-19 and the unpredictability of the
future presents significant challenges to businesses and
markets around the globe. The impact is far reaching –
from disrupting economies on a global scale, impacting
supply chains and consumer behaviour, to emergency
legislation and altered regulation - its effects will be felt
for some time.
All families and their enterprises will be affected in
different ways at different times. Vistra works with
entrepreneurial families via a unique three phase approach
to mitigate and address the economic, operational or
regulatory impact which your businesses are facing now,
and over the coming months: Act, Recover and Thrive.

Thrive

Create competitive
advantage for
the upturn

Act

Managing through
disruption

Recover

Strengthen and
positive rebuilding

Thrive | Create competitive
advantage for the upturn

Act | Manage business
through disruption
When the world is changing on a daily basis, you need
to focus on your family business and how to survive a
tumultuous economy. We’re here to support you through
this and help you come through the storm.
Our compliance team and their extended network is made
up of highly qualified accounting and tax professionals all
over the world. We keep track of any statutory, regulatory,
and legislative change and proactively advise on how to
implement and stay compliant. Our specialised company
secretarial team makes sure you have full control of your
international operations, so wherever in the world you can
be sure that you have everything you need in place.
In addition, our Private Wealth specialists are available
to advise on how to protect family wealth during periods
of significant volatility and build tailored solutions for each
family’s unique challenges and circumstances.

Recover | Strengthen and rebuild
operations and finance
All corporate structures can get impractical and inefficient
over time. Rationalising and simplifying structures and
service providers will keep your family business in shape.
Vistra can help you:
– Build efficient operating structures
– Improve operational transparency
– Reduce costs & governance burdens
– Align assets and resources ready for sale
And we don’t just advise - we execute on that advice and
underpin with leading technology platforms.

Your family business is ready to thrive in the new world and
seize competitive advantage.
Whether you need to establish a legal entity, divest, create
or reform corporate structures, stand up a management
accounting function, hire or transfer employees or just
run payroll and fulfil local employer obligations, you need
a professional and reliable partner.
Or perhaps it is time to grow and expand. We act as an
extension of your in-house accounting team delivering
management accounting and transactional payment
support. Through a combination of our global experts
and on-the-ground specialists, we can advise you on
everything from expanding into new markets to keeping
your business up to date with changing regulations in
multiple jurisdictions.
Our Private Wealth specialists have extensive experience
working with the next-generation of the family enterprise,
providing governance and guidance to help them realise
their ambitions and create additional family wealth within
a safe environment. We also recognise the recognise
the increasing appetite of family’s for access to direct
investment opportunities and look to facilitate this
through Vistra’s significant Private Equity and Real Estate
Funds business and extensive intermediary network.
Wherever you want to do business, Vistra can help you get
started quickly and successfully.

Building greater resilience during times
of crisis
Through our global reach, we can offer support you
across the world. Led by our team of experts, we create
bespoke multi-country Private and Corporate solutions
dictated by operational requirements. Whether the
focus is on managing through the immediate disruption,
strengthening and rebuilding operations or creating
competitive advantage, Vistra can help you seize the
opportunities, deal with today and prepare for tomorrow.

For more information, contact:
Chris Marquis
Global Sector Lead – Private Wealth
chris.marquis@vistra.com

About Vistra
With a laser focus on minimising risk and enhancing efficiencies, Vistra provides expert advisory and
administrative support to Fund, Corporate, Capital Market and Private Wealth clients; helping capital flow,
protecting investors and safeguarding assets across multiple industries. Vistra is present in 45 jurisdictions
and employs over 4,600 professionals.
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